
Archiles 
Digital and fully automated  processing of accounting documents 



Do you want to fully digitize and automate the process of 
receiving accounting documents in the company? Did you know 
that also in our region, there is a service that automates the 
processing of documents  via software? 



What is accounting automation? 



Let`s define the problem first… 

Collecting documents, manual data entry into 

accounting, adding general ledger numbers to 

invoices, receipts, bills and delivery notes is real 

and everyday issue. It consumes massive amount 

of time, costs and last, but not least creates 

frustration. 



Online platform Archiles effectively solves the problem 
thanks to automatic data recognition, extraction, providing 
general ledger numbers on the entries and sending them 
into your ERP or accounting software. 



Saving time and money 

Archiles can save 60% - 80% of your time 

and costs depending on the number of 

documents and internal processes. 

 

Thanks to automation of accounting 

documents, you can save time for the new 

clients and other important tasks. 

 



Archiles provides: 

• Automatic data entry of receipts and invoices into 

accounting or ERP system 

• Automatic general ledger numbers add-on 

• Digital archive of accounting documents 

• Automatic due date tracking on invoices 

• Duplicity control and the IBAN control 

• Remote document approval 

• Comfortable invoice payment 

• Cash flow analyses 

• Mobile application to upload the bills by taking photo with 

your smartphone 

 

 



How does Archiles work? 

Just upload your documents via browser, mobile 

application or send them by e-mail to Archiles, 

and it will return the extracted relevant data from 

the documents. 

 

If you do not have your documents in electronic 

form, just snap the photo of the document by 

using mobile application or use batch scanning 

via scanner with paper feeder. 

 



Archiles can automatically process variety of documents , formats 
and sizes, e.g. invoices, receipts, delivery notes. 



Document batch upload 

Archiles supports batch upload option in a single 

PDF file. You can upload many invoices  or 

receipts in one PDF file, or many receipts on a 

single page. Archiles will automatically recognize 

and separate them, extract relevant entries, add 

general ledger numbers and export the data to 

your ERP or accounting system. 

 

Thanks to Drag & Drop function you can easily 

upload the whole directory of documents. 

 

 



E-mail upload 

Just set the forwarding rule in your inbox from 

your employees or clients directly into Archiles 

and you do not have to spend a lot of time on 

emails and document handling. 

Every company has it`s individual e-mail address, 

so the documents won`t get mixed. 

 

You can also snap photo of you receipt and 

upload it directly to Archiles. 

 



Mobile app document upload 

Take a picture of your invoice or receipt via our 

mobile app and Archiles will take the rest of the 

job. 

Documents will be automatically uploaded, 

categorized, extracted and booked. 

 

It`s an effective tool especially during your 

business travels, where you can digitally record 

your documents and send them directly to ERP. 

 



Digital archive 

Are you searching for specific document or entry 

in analog folder? Do you have to keep in mind 

the due dates of your invoices? 

 

Not anymore! All the relevant data from the 

documents are accessible in a few seconds from 

anywhere and anytime. 

 

Combined view on original documents and their 

data enables you to see everything on one 

screen.  

 

Notifications when exceeding the due dates of 

your invoices. 

 



Accessibility of your documents and data 

Wherever you are, you have always access to 

your documents and data using internet 

connection. 

 

Security and availability 
 

In the process of creating the service, we have 

put high emphasis on security of the data in our 

platform. All the data are encrypted, backed up 

and stored in the most modern datacenters.  



Archiles customers 

Archiles is daily used by the companies and 

individuals who know that digitalization of 

accounting processes is a rapidly accelerating 

trend. 

 

They perceive Archiles as a competetive 

advantage, which enables them to save time and 

provides enriched information to their 

departments and customers. 

 

Thanks to Archiles and eletronic document 

workflow, they are able to acquire and operate 

more customers, save internal costs and boost 

their business. 

 

 



Contact 

If you are interested in Archiles and you also 

want to have more effective and modernized 

accounting processes, we will be happy to assist 

you with this journey. 

Please reach out to us via email: 

support@archiles.sk  

 

Or directly on +421 911 474 400 

 

Thank you 

 

www.archiles.eu 




